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ITEM 7.1.2 – DIVISION OF EDUCATION, ARTS AND SOCIAL SCIENCES 

 

As I stand side by side with my USASA Colleagues today in condemning these changes, I 

note that it is a cruel irony that Academic Board meets today at UniSA’s Magill campus – the 

campus that will most significantly impacted by the withdrawal of international relations and 

associated changes.  

 

Consultation 

As a student of business, international relations and French, I express my strong concern and 

disappointment in the decisions that are being made, or should I say rubber stamped, today. 

What I find the most disappointing is the lack of student consultation – particularly given the 

timing of the so-called consultation period. In fact, the consultation period was undertaken this 

time last year – the worst time of the year to undertake such consultation. And why? Look 

down these corridors. No students are here. Go into the library and you get the same picture.  

 

With virtually no students on campus and the remaining students focused on exams, of course 

no one would have turned up. This is nothing but a clever and strategic move by the university. 

And why? Because once the students impacted by these changes found out what was going 

on there would have been rising amounts of disbelief, anxiety and concern. 

 

Pressures of Academic and Professional Staff 

And while we’re on the topic of anxiety, let’s not forget the pressure being placed on 

international relations staff. We have received feedback from staff about their concerns 

regarding their contracts and employment. And we’ve also heard from students regarding a 

drop-in teaching quality since the announcement of these changes. With so much uncertainty 

regarding both their teaching and research, can you really blame your colleagues for having 

such low morale now? 

 

With these changes, UniSA is losing an incredible amount of talent. Look around you. Some 

of your colleagues who are here today, won’t be here in the very near future. Speaking from 

personal experience, there are numerous staff members, both lecturers and tutors who have 

encouraged me to explore my passion for international affairs, who have challenged me, made 

me critically think about the world in which we live and how I can use my understanding of 

international politics to make it a better place.  

 

Student Engagement and Partnerships 

What continues to disappointment me is that I was at an event just last night with the Student 

Engagement Unit, where the idea of student partnerships was emphasised repeatedly. And 

yet, in this case, we’ve seen the opposite. With these changes impacting both staff and 

students, consultation should have been deeper and in more convenient times for students.  

 

The Importance of International Relations 

A degree in international relations provides students with the tools to make sense of the 

complex world around us, to think critically and consider international issues and events from 
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a wide variety of perspectives. Further, just yesterday morning the Federal Government 

released its foreign policy white paper – a document which will guide foreign policy decision 

making over the next decade. It noted that “change, unprecedented in its scale and pace, is 

the tenor of our times. These are the most exciting times, the times of greatest opportunity, 

but they are also times of uncertainty, of risk, indeed of danger.”  

 

And, in the coming years, Australia will need leaders to understand and lead this change, not 

only in our region but around the world. Studying international relations provides the core 

knowledge for the development of those leaders but it seems UniSA has made it very clear 

that those leaders won’t come from this university. Make no doubt that these changes will 

impact UniSA’s domestic and international reputation.  

 

You may think you can ignore international relations - but international relations won't ignore 

you! 

 


